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Abstract—As powerline communication (PLC) technology does
not require dedicated cabling and network setup, it can be used
to easily connect multitude of IoT devices deployed in enterprise
environments for sensing and control related applications. IEEE
has standardized the PLC protocol in IEEE 1901, also known as
HomePlug AV (HPAV) [1], [2], which has been widely adopted in
mainstream PLC devices. A key weakness of HPAV protocol is
that it does not support spectrum sharing. Currently, each link in
an HPAV PLC network operates over the whole available spectrum, and only one link can operate at any time within a single
collision domain. In this work, through an extensive measurement
study of HPAV PLCs in a real enterprise environment using
commodity off-the-shelf (COTS) HPAV PLC devices, we discover
that spectrum sharing can significantly benefit enterprise level
PLC networks. To this end, we propose a distributed spectrum
sharing technique for enterprise HPAV PLC networks, and show
that fine-grained distributed spectrum sharing on top of current
HPAV MAC protocols can boost the aggregated and per-link
throughput by up to 60% and 250% respectively, by allowing
multiple PLC links to communicate concurrently, while requiring
a few modifications to the existing HPAV devices and protocols.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As powerline communication (PLC) technology does not
require dedicated cabling and network setup, it can be used to
easily connect multitude of IoT devices deployed in enterprise
environments for sensing and control related applications.
Thanks to the plug-n-play nature of PLC technology, a PLC
enabled device just needs to be connected to a wall socket,
and it will automatically form a mesh network with nearby
PLC devices. IEEE has standardized the PLC protocol in IEEE
1901, also known as HomePlug AV (HPAV) [1], [2], which
has been widely adopted in mainstream PLC devices.
A key weakness of HPAV protocol is that it does not
support spectrum sharing. Currently, each link in an HPAV
PLC network operates over the whole available spectrum,
and only one link can operate at any time within a single
collision domain. Figure 1 shows an example enterprise level
IoT application scenario, where multiple PLC nodes (including
multiple gateway nodes) are connected in the same MAC collision domain to a power distribution network. Currently, two
disjoint PLC links (e.g. 5-8 and 12-11 in Fig. 1) cannot operate
concurrently with existing HPAV MAC protocols. However, in
real enterprise PLC deployments, we often encounter scenarios
where a subset of subcarriers on some PLC links are highly
underutilized as compared to other links, which implies that
the low-modulated subcarriers of one PLC link can be utilized

by one of the other links to improve the aggregated throughput.
Moreover, if multiple PLC links, which may be competing for
the same channel simultaneously, can operate in parallel via
sharing spectrum, many costly collisions can be avoided.

Fig. 1: Example scenario: Links 5-8 and 12-11 in the same
collision domain can share spectrum for concurrent operation
In this work, through an extensive measurement study of
HPAV PLCs in a real enterprise environment using commodity
off-the-shelf (COTS) HPAV PLC devices, we discover that
spectrum sharing can significantly benefit enterprise level PLC
networks. Our first finding is that PLC nodes connected under
the same circuit breaker in a building’s power distribution
network can communicate at 6.5 times higher throughput than
the PLC nodes connected under two different breakers, and
18-30 times higher throughput than the PLC nodes connected
to two completely different power distribution/trunk lines. This
implies that enterprise PLC networks must have at least one
gateway node connected under every breaker, to provide best
possible connectivity to the IoT devices connected under that
breaker. As each power distribution line can contain tens to
hundreds of breakers with multitude of IoT devices connected
to a gateway under each breaker, the number of disjoint
links, which consist of different source-destination pairs and
may compete for the same channel simultaneously, becomes
significant. Second, based on our subcarrier level spectral
analysis, we observe that PLC channels of more than 50% of
the PLC links are significantly different from each other due
to highly location dependent multipath characteristics. As the
performance of different frequency subcarriers varies among
different PLC links, low-modulated subcarriers of one link
can be utilized by other links, and vice versa. Third, most
links in an enterprise PLC network are pseudo-stationary, i.e.
the channel characteristics between any two PLC nodes have

low temporal variability (standard deviation of throughput
observed over 15 minute time windows is below 2.2Mbps
for more than 80% of the links), and therefore, a spectrum
sharing scheme can be achieved at low channel estimation
related control overhead.
Multiple Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) based
spectrum sharing techniques have been proposed for PLCs
[3], [4]. However, such spectrum sharing techniques have
three major limitations. First, they are incompatible with
the HPAV MAC, which makes them difficult to be adopted.
Second, they are designed for WiFi like point-to-multipoint
communications. This may be suitable for home PLC networks
where a few IoT devices are connected to a single PLC
gateway node. However, it is unsuitable for enterprise PLC
environments, as enterprise PLC networks are mesh networks,
with multitude of disjoint links between IoT devices and
their respective gateway nodes. Third, they have prohibitively
high computational and control overheads involved in their
underlying subcarrier assignment and bit loading algorithms.
This makes them impractical for real world deployment.
In this work, we aim to design a spectrum sharing scheme
which is compatible with HPAV MAC, is suitable for enterprise level PLC mesh networks, and incurs minimal computational and control overheads. To this end, we propose an
HPAV compatible, distributed, low overhead spectrum sharing
approach for enterprise PLC networks. Currently, HPAV MAC
protocol uses Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) and Time-Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) techniques for sharing medium access among PLC
nodes. To make our scheme compatible with existing HPAV
MAC, we design it such that any link which occupies the PLC
channel following the regular HPAV CSMA/CA or TDMA
protocol shares a part of its spectrum with another link to
improve the aggregated throughput of both links. Moreover,
we design our scheme such that it can be enabled in the current
HPAV PLC devices while incurring minimum firmware level
changes. We call the links which occupy the PLC channel
following regular HPAV CSMA/CA or TDMA protocol as
primary links, and the links with which the primary links
share their spectrum as secondary links. To make our scheme
suitable for enterprise level PLC mesh networks, we develop
a distributed spectrum sharing strategy. To achieve this, we
develop an optimal spectrum sharing algorithm which each
node uses to locally compute a complete set of network-wide
spectrum sharing rules for all possible primary links and their
corresponding secondary links in the network. Our algorithm
leverages subcarrier level channel information corresponding
to all possible links in the network to compute those rules.
Based on these rules, any primary link can decide which of the
possible secondary links should it share its spectrum with, and
what part of the spectrum should it share, to achieve best possible spectrum sharing gains. When the source node of a primary
PLC link gets channel access, it broadcasts the link’s sourcedestination IDs to all the remaining nodes in its network.
Next, it picks one of the possible secondary links to share
its spectrum with, based on its locally computed network-

wide spectrum sharing rules, and then continues its remaining
transmission in the unshared region of spectrum. Meanwhile,
the source and destination nodes of the chosen secondary link
establish connection, and start operating in parallel with the
primary link over the shared region of spectrum. This happens
automatically, as both source and destination nodes of the
chosen secondary link already know the source-destination
IDs of the primary link and have the same set of networkwide spectrum sharing rules. Transmission of secondary link
finishes as soon as the primary link finishes its transmission.
To minimize the computational and control overhead of our
scheme, we take the following design decisions: First, we
design our spectrum sharing algorithm such that the basic
optimization problem which it solves comes down to optimally
sharing spectrum between just two links (i.e., a primary and
a secondary), which is a computationally simpler problem to
solve than sharing spectrum with several links simultaneously.
Second, we design our scheme to operate in a distributed
manner, where each node locally computes network-wide
spectrum sharing rules. This makes real-time spectrum sharing
seamless, as it completely avoids any extra control related
communications for coordinating spectrum sharing in the
network. Third, our design takes advantage of the pseudostationary nature of enterprise PLC channels to reduce channel
estimation related overhead. The computation of network-wide
spectrum sharing rules at each node requires latest subcarrier
level channel information of all possible links in the network.
To achieve this, each node first gets channel information
corresponding to all possible links it can form, and then
shares that information with other nodes in the network, which
can involve considerable communication overhead. However,
as most PLC channels in an enterprise setting are pseudostationary, PLC nodes do not need to update their copy of
network-wide channel information too frequently. Therefore,
the frequency of channel probing is significantly reduced,
which maintains the spectrum sharing gains.
We implement and evaluate our proposed spectrum sharing
techniques on HPAV CSMA protocol only, as the integration
of our spectrum sharing technique with HPAV TDMA protocol
is relatively straightforward to achieve (we present a detailed
discussion on this in §VI). We perform trace driven simulations
using channel response (tonemap) traces collected from seven
different 4-node PLC deployments. We show that fine-grained
distributed spectrum sharing can boost the aggregated and perlink throughput by more than 60% and 250% respectively.
II. R ELATED WORK
Hayasaki et al. [4] and Achaichia et al. [3] have proposed
FDM based multiple access techniques in the context of pointto-multipoint communication in PLC networks. Hayasaki et al.
[4] proposed a theoretical bit-loading based OFDMA scheme
for in-home PLCs, as an alternative to TDMA/CSMA based
medium access. Their scheme consists of two iterative algorithms: a subcarrier assignment algorithm and a bit-loading
algorithm. The subcarrier assignment algorithm assigns subcarriers to maximize the whole throughput, while satisfying

the minimum throughput guarantees of each destination PLC
node first. Afterwards, the bit-loading algorithm is utilized for
loading bits into the assigned subcarriers, while optimizing
both the bit quantity on each subcarrier as well as the whole
code rate, subject to BER constraints on each subcarrier.
Achaichia et al. [3] proposed a similar technique named Tone
Maps Splitting Algorithm (TMSA) to orthogonalize spectrum
assigned to multiple active links in a point-to-multipoint
communication. However, the aforementioned techniques are
designed for WiFi like point-to-multipoint communication in
PLCs, and proposed as an alternative MAC protocol to existing
HPAV TDMA/CSMA based MAC. Therefore, their techniques
are incompatible with current HPAV MAC. Moreover, the
aforementioned techniques involve high computational and
control overheads corresponding to their underlying resource
allocation schemes (i.e. subcarrier assignment and bit loading
algorithms), which makes them impractical for real world
deployment scenarios. In contrast, our goal is to design a distributed spectrum sharing technique for HPAV PLC networks
while incurring minimal computational and control overheads.
Moreover, our aim is to augment and integrate spectrum
sharing on top of existing TDMA/CSMA MAC used in the
mainstream PLC devices such as HPAV, etc. while incurring
minimal firmware level modifications.
In [5], [6] authors compare HPAV with WiFi performance.
They study temporal and spatial variations of the throughput
of PLC links and make a case for hybrid PLC-WiFi networks [5]. The measurement study in [7] shows the multiflow performance of PLC networks. It then presents BOLT,
which seeks to manage traffic flows in PLC networks. The
above studies ignore the spectral inefficiencies at MAC layer of
HPAV networks. In contrast, we extensively study the behavior
of PLCs in spatial, temporal and spectral dimensions, and
propose novel spectrum sharing strategies to improve per-link
and aggregated throughput of enterprise level PLC networks.
III. H OME P LUG AV P OWERLINE C OMMUNICATIONS
1) PLC Channel Characteristics: Multipath is a key characteristic of PLC channels, which is attributed to unmatched
electric loads or branch circuits connected to different sockets
on the powerline. In a typical power distribution network of a
large building, there are multiple branch circuits with different
impedances, and therefore, PLC signals are reflected from
multiple reflection points leading to multipath effects. On top
of multipath attenuations, several different types of noise in
PLC channels have been identified [8], [9]. Harmonics of
AC mains and other low power noise sources in the power
lines lead to colored background noise, which decreases with
frequency. Periodic impulsive noise is created due to rectifiers,
switching power supplies and AC/DC converters, which can
be either synchronous or asynchronous with AC line cycle.
Aperiodic impulsive noise also exists in PLC channels due to
switching transients in power supplies, AC/DC converters, etc.
2) HomePlug AV standard: The most widely adopted family of PLC standards are HomePlug AV, AV2 and Green PHY
standards [10]. HomePlug AV2, which is the latest of these

standards, can support up to 1 Gbps PHY rates. Our study
focuses on the HomePlug AV standard, which has been widely
used in home networks to improve coverage, and can support
maximum PHY rates of up to 200 Mbps [1], [2]. However,
our findings and solutions can also be generalized for PLC
technologies other than HPAV, such as HPAV2.
HPAV PHY-layer: HPAV uses 1.8-30 MHz frequency band
and employs OFDM with 917 subcarriers (for the USA
devices), where each subcarrier can use any modulation
scheme from BPSK to 1024-QAM depending on the channel
conditions [10]. In order to update the modulation schemes
for each subcarrier, two communicating HPAV PLC devices
continuously exchange and maintain tonemaps between them.
Tonemaps refer to the information about the modulation
scheme used per subcarrier, i.e. the number of bits modulated per subcarrier. The tonemaps exchanged are estimated
for multiple different sub-intervals of the AC mains cycle.
Tonemaps are exchanged between PLC devices through a
sounding process, where the transmitter sends sounding frames
to the receiver using QPSK for all subcarriers, the destination
estimates the channel quality and sends back the tonemaps
corresponding to different sub-intervals of AC mains cycle
back to the transmitter. The destination can communicate up
to 7 tonemaps, i.e. 6 tonemaps for the different sub-intervals
of the AC line cycle called slots and one default tonemap [10],
depending on the condition of noise and attenuation observed
in different parts of AC line cycle. Tonemaps are continuously
updated by default after 30 seconds or when the error rate
exceeds a threshold [10]. Tonemaps provide us with the
information about Channel Frequency Response (CFR) of the
channel between two communicating PLC devices.

Fig. 2: Basic Beacon Period structure in HPAV MAC.
HPAV MAC-layer: MAC-layer of HPAV based PLCs works
very differently from that of WiFi MAC. First, unlike WiFi,
channelization is not allowed and not used in PLCs, which
limits the possibility of deploying non-interfering networks,
such as WiFi networks on different channels. Second, there
is no concept of a central Access Point (AP) in PLCs.
There exists a dynamically chosen central authority to manage
network, called the Central Coordinator or CCo, and large
PLC networks can contain multiple CCo’s managing their own
collision domains. However, CCo’s role is passive, mainly
authentication and association of new nodes, monitoring the
network, synchronizing it with the AC line cycle, and taking
time-division access decisions in terms of allocating TDMA
and CSMA/CA slots. In contrast, the WiFi AP-mode forces
downlink/uplink traffic types and a star-like logical network.
PLCs only form mesh networks, and every node can com-

municate with its peers, without relaying through the CCo.
Both TDMA and CSMA/CA are supported by HPAV [10].
Tonemaps are optimized for the QoS required for the traffic in
the TDMA allocations. HPAV uses a Beacon Period, managed
by a CCo, for allocating CSMA and TDMA sessions (Fig. 2).
IV. A M EASUREMENT S TUDY OF E NTERPRISE PLC S
Experimental setup: Our study is based on measurements
with commodity HomePlug AV hardware. We use Meconet
HomePlug AV mini-PCI adapters with Intellon INT6300
chipsets, which can support 200 Mbps PHY rates. We connect
the PLC adapters to ALIX 2D2 boards, which run OpenWrt
operating system. We use open source PLC software tool
named open-plc-utils, which is developed by Qualcomm, to
extract PHY and MAC-layer feedback (such as tonemaps),
directly from the Meconet HPAV adapters.
Experimental methodology: For our experiments we place
our PLC nodes in various locations of an enterprise building.
We generate saturated iperf UDP traffic among the PLC nodes.
Results we report are averaged over multiple runs.
Metrics: We analyze the performance of PLC networks by first
collecting iperf throughput statistics. We further elaborate on
the per-subcarrier PLC network performance by analyzing the
tonemaps extracted by the open-plc-utils tool running on PLC
nodes. For a given PLC communication link and for the k th
sub-interval of AC line cycle, the effective
PHY rate can be
P
[

N

{k }
T [j]{k } ]·C {k } ·(1−B er
r)

{k }
estimated from tonemaps as Rphy
= j=1
Ts
[11], where j is subcarrier number and N is total number of
subcarriers. T[ j] is the modulation rate (i.e., bits per subcarrier) of the j th subcarrier. C is Forward Error Correction (FEC)
code rate. HomePlug AV supports FEC code rates of 1/2 and
16/21. Finally, Berr is the bit error rate and Ts is the symbol
interval of OFDM communication. Ts is approximately ∼46µs
for HomePlug AV including all overheads [10]. The expected
throughput, averaged over all the sub-intervals of the AC line
P N AC {k }
cycle, can be written as T ≈ (1 − Fo ) · k=1
Rphy /N AC .
Here Fo accounts for HPAV protocol overheads and N AC is
the number of sub-intervals of AC line cycle. N AC is 5 or
6 for USA frequencies and Fo is typically ∼ 0.4 based on
iperf throughput measurements. In all our experiments, we
observed that the FEC code rate was always 16/21 for the
communication among our HPAV devices.
A. Many Disjoint PLC Links Compete for Channel Access
To understand how significant the number of disjoint links
can become in a an enterprise level PLC network for IoT
applications, we study the impact of different components of
a power distribution network (e.g. phases, breakers and distribution/trunk lines) by measuring the throughput performance
of more than 40 links (PLC transmitter-receiver pairs).
Case 1: We observed that the performance of a PLC
link operating on same breaker and same distribution line is
mainly affected by the location of PLC nodes with respect
to the interfering electrical appliances. Highly attenuating
device impedances or severe device interferences can lead
to significant performance degradation (we observe ∼6.5 fold

decrease in throughput). Moreover, as shown by the CDF in
Fig 4, throughputs of more than 70 Mbps were observed across
the tested links approximately 75% of the time. Jitter was low,
with the median being 0.2 ms and a maximum of 2.5 ms.
Case 2: PLC nodes connected to same (or different) phase
but different breakers operate over lower throughputs as compared to same phase, same breaker case (∼20-30% decrease
in observed throughput)1 . This is because signals experience
higher attenuations while passing through the breaker circuitry
located between the PLC nodes. We observed maximum
throughput of 63 Mbps, which is 25.6 Mbps lower (29%
decrease) than the previous case where nodes were connected
under the same breaker. The median throughput observed was
51 Mbps, with minimum being 26 Mbps, which is higher than
the minimum of same breaker case as we did not encounter
any high interference from electric appliances this case.
Case 3: PLC performance significantly drops (∼18-30 folds
throughput decrease) when nodes are located at different
distribution lines. Distribution lines can make PLC connectivity often impossible, due to transformers in between. The
maximum throughput that we observed between any two pair
of nodes was 3 Mbps and 5 Mbps for both directions, and the
jitter varied between 2.03 ms and 5.7 ms.
Conclusions: PLC nodes connected under the same breaker
in a building’s power distribution network can communicate
at 6.5 times higher throughput than the PLC nodes connected
under two different breakers, and 18-30 times higher throughput than the PLC nodes connected to two completely different
power distribution/trunk lines. This implies that enterprise
PLC networks must have at least one gateway node connected
under every breaker, to provide best possible connectivity to
the IoT devices connected under that breaker. As each power
distribution line can contain tens to hundreds of breakers
with multitude of IoT devices connected to a gateway under
each breaker, the number of disjoint links, which consist of
different source-destination pairs and may compete for the
same channel simultaneously, becomes significant.
B. Enterprise PLC Channels are Highly Location Dependent
We measure the intensity of location dependence of PLC
channels through a PLC link asymmetry metric A a,b . Asymmetry of a PLC link depends on channel frequency response or
transfer function between PLC nodes communicating over that
link, and it can be directly attributed to the different multipath
characteristics of the powerline, which can vary depending
on the location of PLC nodes compared to branch circuits
or other connected electrical devices [12]–[14] (i.e. location
dependent multipath characteristics). We quantify asymmetry
P N AC P N
of a PLC link a − b as [A a,b = k=1
[ j=1 |Ta→b [ j] {k } −
{k
}
Tb→a [ j] |]]/N AC , where N is the number of subcarriers, Tj
is the modulation rate of the j th subcarrier and N AC is the
number of sub-intervals of AC line cycle. The above equation
estimates asymmetry between two links as the distance between tonemaps of these links, averaged over all AC line cycle
1 We

have excluded the cases of high interference from electric devices.
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Therefore, the low-modulated subcarriers of one PLC link can
be utilized by other PLC links, and vice versa.
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Fig. 4: CDF of throughputs observed in different cases.
sub-intervals. The max and min values for Aa,b are 9170 (917
subcarriers × 10 bits/carrier) and 0, respectively. In Figure 3(a)
we present the distribution of our link asymmetry metric Aa,b
normalized by the maximum Aa,b (which is 9170), from the
tonemaps of 25 pair of nodes in the same neighborhood a, b.
We observe that for more than 50% of the links, the normalized
Aa,b is greater than 0.1 (917 bits). The maximum throughput
difference observed in asymmetric links is 15 Mbps.
Figure 5 shows snapshots of the tonemaps of 12 different
links from a real world scenario, where we deployed a network
of 4 PLC nodes in our test environment. We observe that the
same subcarriers perform differently for different links. If we
consider the last 200 subcarriers (717-917) for all the links
of node N1, we observe the modulation is at least 6 bits per
carrier (cf. Figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(c)). On the other hand, the
last 200 subcarriers for all the links of node N2, show lower
modulation, which can be as low as 2 bits per carrier (cf.
Figures 5(d), 5(e), 5(f)). The modulations of N2’s links, for the
first 100 subcarriers (e.g. 1-100), are overall better compared
to the corresponding modulations of N1’s links. A spectrum
sharing strategy could allow both N1 and N2 to transmit at the
same time to their neighbors (e.g. N1-N3 and N2-N4) using
only their high-performance subcarriers. Similar observations
hold for other links (tonemaps not shown here), where certain
subcarriers cannot carry data (0 modulation) and others can
allow high modulations.
Conclusion: Per-subcarrier performance can vary significantly among different links in enterprise PLC networks.

C. Enterprise PLC Channels are Pseudo-Stationary
Performance of PLCs in enterprise settings can be dynamic
either due to interference from already connected appliances,
or due to a multitude of electrical devices being turned on/off
on a regular basis. In order to study temporal dynamics,
we measure performance of a PLC link for a long time
periods. Figure 3(b) shows a representative scenario of a
PLC link throughput variation, for 2 days (48 hours) period.
The throughput variations are averaged over one second, one
minute and one hour time windows respectively. We observe
that the throughput performance can vary from 52 Mbps to
80 Mbps. The link appears to be highly bursty, which shows
that some intense performance dynamics happening at small
time scales, which are attributed to interference created by
nearby electrical devices. The throughput variations observed
at coarser time scales (minutes or hours) are attributed to
human activity (e.g. connection/disconnection of new devices,
etc.). The analysis of tonemaps (not shown here) also verifies
the link variations with time, as we observed that the tonemaps
exchanged among PLC nodes during day were different from
those during night. However, we observed that throughput
between most PLC links remained quite stable. Figure 3(c)
shows the CDF plot of standard deviation (averaged over 10
second intervals) of the real time throughput of 45 different
links we tested in our building. Throughput for each link was
collected over 15 minute time windows. It can be observed
that more than 60% of the time, the standard deviation of
throughput is below 1.5 Mbps, which shows that throughput
performance of most PLC links remains consistent over time.
Conclusion: Most links in an enterprise PLC network are
pseudo-stationary, i.e. the channel characteristics between any
two PLC nodes have low temporal variability. Therefore, a
spectrum sharing can be realized at low control overheads.
V. D ISTRIBUTED S PECTRUM S HARING FOR HPAV PLC S
In this section, we lay the theoretical foundations of our
proposed spectrum sharing (SS) strategy. Our proposed techniques can be generalized for other PLC technologies, such
as HPAV2, which use bit-loaded OFDM at PHY layer, as our
technique shares spectrum at OFDM subcarrier level.
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Fig. 5: Tonemaps of 12 links among 4 PLC nodes in one of our PLC deployments, showing possibility of gains from SS.
A. Preliminary Definitions
Primary & Secondary Links. We call the links which occupy
the PLC channel through regular HPAV CSMA/CA or TDMA
protocol as primary (P-Link or pi→j ), and the links with which
a primary link shares spectrum with, as secondary (S-Link or
s m→n ). Whenever a P-Link is established, only one S-Link can
operate during that communication slot. For example, if we
assume that all links are saturated (i.e., each node always has
traffic to send), the S-Link which gives maximum possible gain
by sharing spectrum with an established P-Link will operate in
parallel with that P-Link. Later on, we will present a ranking
based strategy which each node in the network can follow
locally to resolve contention for S-Link.
p

s
Tonemaps. Let [Ti→j ]1×N and [Tm→n ]1×N
be the vector of
tonemaps of a pair of P-Link (i → j) and S-Link (m → n),
respectively. The difference between tonemap vectors of PLink and S-Link can then be denoted by [Di→j,m→n ]1×N =
p
s
, and vice versa.
[Ti→j ]1×N − [Tm→n ]1×N

Minimum Throughput Requirement. Let us denote the
number of PLC nodes in a network to be E. Moreover, let us
denote the minimum throughput requirement of e-th node as
Te . Then we can represent the minimum number of bits to be
modulated across a given set of OFDM subcarriers (tonemap),
required to meet Te as τe = TTes . Note that for any P-Link
(i → j) and S-Link (m → n) pair, our SS strategy needs to
meet throughput requirement of the P-Link only.

Allowed Tonemaps & Link Ranks. Each node e in the
network will locally calculate an SS matrix using the proposed
SS algorithm. The entries of the SS matrix consist of two
entities, namely allowed tonemaps - [ST, PT] (where [ST] is
a set of subcarriers allowed to be modulated on an S-Link
while a P-Link operates, and it is vice versa for [PT]), and
link ranks - r (i.e. a rank proportional to the SS gain of an
S-Link when sharing spectrum with a P-Link). For each node
e, there are (E − 1)(E − 2) possible P-Links which can operate
in its vicinity. Moreover, for each of those possible P-Links,
there are (E − 2)(E − 3) possible S-Links which can operate
in parallel. Therefore, a locally computed SS matrix any node
would be of size (E − 1)(E − 2) × (E − 2)(E − 3), where each
(E − 2) × (E − 3) will correspond to the allowed tonemaps
and ranks of all possible S-Links corresponding to one of the
(E − 1)(E − 2) possible P-Links.
Spectrum Sharing Gain. We represent the gain G m→n obtained by allowing an S-Link to operate with a P-Link as:
X
X
X
G m→n = [ [Tm→n ] +
[Ti→j ]] −
[Ti→j ]
(1)
[ST ]

[PT ]

[1, N ]

B. Spectrum Sharing (SS) Algorithm
We design our SS algorithm to meet two key requirements:
(a) It must take into account minimum throughput requirements of the destination node of each possible P-Link in the
network, and (b) It should involve minimal channel probing
and control overhead. As our SS approach is designed to

work on top of existing user scheduling provided by current
HPAV/AV2 CSMA/CA or TDMA procedures, therefore, SS is
performed only when a P-Link is established and is already
operating. Our SS algorithm runs locally at each node of the
network, and therefore assumes that each node in the network
has complete tonemap information about all other possible
links in the network. Later in section VI, we explain how this
can be achieved using current HPAV protocols, while incurring
minimal channel probing and control overhead. Moreover, for
simplicity of our discussion, we assume that all nodes in the
network are in the same collision domain, and that there are
no hidden nodes in the network (Request to Send (RTS) and
Clear to Send (CTS) delimiters can be used by regular HPAV
MAC to handle hidden nodes during CSMA/CA).
1) Optimal SS approach:: Our optimal SS approach is described in Algorithm 1. The algorithm runs on each node of the
network separately, and computes (E−1)(E−2)×(E−2)(E−3)
allowed tonemaps - [ST]’s for all S-Links, corresponding to
all possible P-Links. To describe in words, for each P-Link
and S-Link pair, the above algorithm first sorts the difference
vector Di→j,m→n , and starts assigning the subcarriers to P-Link
Hi→j,m→n ,
corresponding to descending order of the entries D
until its minimum throughput requirement is met. The remaining subcarriers are then assigned to the S-Link. Although,
we did not observe such cases in our deployments, but in
practice, a PLC network can may contain some extremely bad
P-Links (modulation of all subcarriers is very low). Following
the aforementioned algorithm, bad P-Links would only share
their spectrum once their own throughput requirements are
met, and therefore, will not starve. Next, we discuss how
this SS approach can be further optimized for overall network
throughput and fairness in spectrum, respectively.
Algorithm 1 Optimal algorithm for SS in HPAV PLC-Nets
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

/*Takes in a set of tonemaps for all possible links*/
procedure G ETA LLOWED T ONEMAPS SS([T]E )
P ← all possible P − link s
S ← all possible S − link s
for each (i → j) ∈ P do
for each (m → n) ∈ S do
[ST] ← [1, N] ⊲ Allowed indices for S-Link
[PT] ← ∅
⊲ Allowed indices for P-Link
tn ← 0
p
s
Di→j,m→n ← [Ti→j ]1×N − [Tm→n ]1×N
I,ˆ D̂i→j,m→n ← sort(Di→j,m→n, descend)
⊲ Iˆ = indices corresponding to sorted entries
while t n < τn do
t n ← t n + Ti→j ( Iˆ(1))
[ST] ← [ST] − { Iˆ(1)} ⊲ remove from set
[PT] ← [PT] + { Iˆ(1)}
⊲ add to set
Iˆ ← Iˆ − { Iˆ(1)} ⊲ remove from index set
end while
end for
end for
end procedure

Optimizing overall network throughput. Once minimum
throughput requirement of a P-Link is met, the remaining
subcarriers are assigned to both P-Link and S-Link such
that the total number of modulated bits is maximized i.e.
max(G m→n ). This requires a slight modification to Algorithm
1 (between steps 13-18), such that it will keep assigning
subcarriers to P-Link in descending order of the entries in
Di→j,m→n , as long as the total number of bits modulated on
both links increases.
Optimizing for overall spectrum fairness. Once minimum
throughput requirement of a P-Link is met, the remaining
subcarriers are assigned to both P-Link and S-Link such
that the ratio of number
bits modulated along both links
P
] [Tm→n ]
≈ 1.0. This also requires slight
approaches 1.0, i.e. P[ST
[PT ] [Ti→ j ]
modifications to Algorithm 1 (between steps 13-18).
Complexity. The aforementioned SS approaches will require
approximately (E − 1)(E − 2)(E − 2)(E − 3)(N ∗ log(N ) + N )
computations at each PLC node. The overall complexity of
the algorithm can be written as O(E 4 ∗ N ∗ log(N )).
2) Ranking of S-Links: While computing allowed tonemaps
for each S-Link m → n, Algorithm 1 also assigns a rank r mn
to that S-Link proportional to its SS gain (r mn = k · G m→n ,
where k = 1 in our paper). We will show how we use these
ranks while in the design of our proposed SS protocol for
HPAV devices, later in Section VI.
VI. E NABLING S PECTRUM S HARING FOR HPAV PLC S
In this section, we show how our proposed SS strategy can
be enable enabled in the MAC layer of current HPAV PLC
devices while incurring minimum firmware level changes.
Channel probing and control overheads. As mentioned
before, our SS algorithm works in a distributed manner and
runs locally at each node, such that the network level SS
decisions are eventually known to each node in the PLC
network. Therefore, PLC nodes will not have to distribute
their SS decisions to other nodes in the network. However,
our SS algorithm requires tonemap information about all
possible links in the network, which will incur communication
overhead. The communication overhead will be on the order of
O(E 2 ), as each node in a PLC network will broadcast tonemap
information for its (E − 1) possible links with other nodes in
the network. However, due to the pseudo-stationary nature of
PLC links (IV-C), this probing overhead will be minimal and
will not interfere with regular data transmissions.
A channel probing interval t pr obe for SS can be set by
the CCo of a PLC network. The CCo can then periodically
command all nodes the network to log tonemaps of all possible
links and formulate their SS decisions. CCo can use controlrelated messaging schemes already built into HPAV MAC (e.g.
Management Messages (MMEs)) for this purpose [1], [2],
and t pr obe can be chosen such that the exchange of control
messages incurs minimal overhead and interference to data
transmissions. The probing frequency (i.e. 1/τpr obe ) must be
kept within a certain threshold in case CCo observes some very
dynamic PLC links in its network, because otherwise spectrum
sharing may lead to loss of overall network throughput due

to high channel probing overhead. CCo can also completely
stop spectrum sharing throughout its network and fall back to
default HPAV MAC if the channel conditions of PLC links in
its network are not conducive to SS. Note that SS will not be
performed during the exchange of control messages.
Periodic Re-evaluation of Full Spectrum: All nodes in
the network will periodically disable SS and transmit across
full spectrum following default HPAV MAC. No S-Link will
operate in this case. The frequency of this periodic behavior
can be chosen by CCo of the network, based on temporal
dynamics IV-C of PLC links its network. Such periodic use
of the whole spectrum will allow each node to automatically
update its full spectrum tonemaps towards other nodes in
the network, during regular data transmissions. The network
CCo will then re-evaluate the SS decisions in its network by
accessing these tonemaps as described before.
Medium Access during SS: Current HPAV MAC is
centrally controlled through Beacon signals from CCo. The
Beacon signals broadcast by CCo to establish Beacon Periods
(BPs) with TDMA and CSMA slots are robust and reliable
(Beacons and several other control-related messages operate
over ROBust mOdulation (ROBO) modes [10]). Next, we
explain how the medium access will work during TDMA and
CSMA slots in an SS enabled HPAV MAC.
TDMA: Whenever a P-Link is scheduled to send traffic in
a TDMA slot, the highest ranked S-Link (according to the
SS algorithm) corresponding to that P-Link will be scheduled
to operate in the same slot. In case some of the S-Links
corresponding to that P-Link do not have any traffic to send,
the highest ranked S-Link will only be chosen from among the
S-Links which are waiting in line to send traffic. Therefore, the
allowed tonemaps for both P-Link (i.e. [PT]) and the selected
S-Link (i.e. [ST]) will be chosen accordingly.
CSMA/CA: In case of TDMA, the selection of allowed
tonemaps [PT] and [ST] is straight forward, since the P-Link
and S-Link connections can be specifically scheduled by the
CCo to operate in the same slot. However, two major issues
arise in case of CSMA: (a) How will a P-Link know which of
the possible S-Links have traffic to send, so it can select its
[PT] accordingly?, and (b) Assuming issue (a) is resolved,
how will the S-Link know that a P-Link is established so
that it can select its [ST] according to [PT]? In following
steps, we discuss how medium access and the consequent link
interactions will differ from the regular HPAV CSMA/CA.
(i) Before broadcasting Beacon signals, the CCo identifies
all links with pending traffic, and then shares that information
with each node in its network through HPAV control-related
messaging. This resolves issue (a).
(ii) Once a P-Link gets medium access, the remaining nodes
go into their backoff stages, following the regular CSMA/CA
procedure. Afterwards, the source node of the P-Link enables
the Multicast Flag (MCF) in the Start-of-Frame Control (SOF)
field of its MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) [10] while
establishing its connection with the destination node, so that
all remaining nodes in the network can extract the source and
destination IDs of the P-Link from this SOF delimiter field.

This resolves issue (b) later in step(iv).
(iii) Both source and destination nodes of the P-Link select
[PT] corresponding to the highest ranked S-Link among the
S-Links with pending traffic (given the information received
in step (i)), and use the unshared subcarriers for transmission/reception, while disabling the shared ones.
(iv) After knowing the P-Link information from SOF delimiter in P-Link’s broadcast MPDU frame, the source and
destination nodes of the highest ranked S-Link with pending
traffic enable [ST] and disable [PT]. The S-Link then operates
in parallel with the P-link.
(v) Nodes belonging to any active P-Link come out of
their SS state (i.e. re-enable all subcarriers and enter again
into contention for whole spectrum) when the transmission
between them is finished. As soon as P-Link’s transmission
ends, the S-Link finishes its transmission as well, and comes
out of spectrum sharing state (as the transmission frame ends).
Disabling modulation of subcarriers: Thankfully, it is
easy to disable the subcarriers in HPAV devices. In current
HPAV PHY, each subcarrier is independently modulated based
on channel characteristics between transmitter and receiver
(i.e. bit-loading). HPAV PHY allows dynamic notching of
specific subcarriers by turning them off, which can be achieved
by making soft changes to device’s tone mask (enabled subcarriers) [1], [10]. However, currently, this functionality needs
proprietary access to firmware supplied by vendors. Up to
30 dB deep notches are possible in HPAV, and typically 4
additional subcarriers on each side of a notch can be turned
off to achieve a 30 dB notch depth, resulting in about 200
KHz of guard-band overhead for each notch.
VII. I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION
We evaluate our proposed SS strategy through trace-driven
simulations using traces we obtained from multiple PLC
network deployments in our enterprise. We implement and
evaluate our proposed SS strategies on top of HPAV CSMA
protocol only. We perform trace driven simulations using
tonemap traces collected from seven different 4-node PLC
deployments (Figure 5 represents Deployment#1). Our simulations do not take into account frame aggregation procedures,
bit loading of ethernet frames inside PLC frames, management messages and channel errors, since these parameters are
proprietary vendor-specific implementation information. In our
simulations, we choose collision duration τc = 2920.64µs,
duration of successful transmission τs = 2542.64µs and
frame length Fl = 2050 [15], [16]. The contention window
(CW) and deferral counter (DC) values used for each HPAV
CSMA/CA back off stage are [8, 16, 32, 64] and [0, 1, 3, 15],
respectively. We assume that there are no hidden terminals, and
transmission failures are only due to collisions.
1) Evaluation Metrics: We use following metrics to evaluate the performance of our proposed SS approaches:
Throughput: We calculate the normalized throughput T hr for
each link m → n in our simulation as follows:
P
[ [#SuccessT r ansmissions] SFi ] · [Frame length]
T hr = 100 · i=1
T otal simulation time
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Fig. 7: Testing scenario with per-link (local) minimum Te , optimizing overall fairness (#1-#7, top-bottom)
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Fig. 8: Per-link throughput changes for Deployment#1 (testing scenario with per-link (local) minimum Te requirement)
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Fig. 11: Per-link throughput changes for Deployment#1 (testing scenario with network-wide minimum Te requirement)

SFi represents the fraction of spectrum utilized at i-th transP
mission. SFi = N
j=1 [Tm→n ]/9170, such that max(SFi ) = 1 and
min(SFi ) = 0.
Fairness: We evaluate the fairness of different SS strategies by
calculating Jain’s fairness index (JFI) [17] and Fairly Shared
Spectrum Efficiency (FSSE) [18]. An allocation strategy is
maximally fair if all nodes in a PLC-Net allocate the same
throughput, in which case JFI = 1. On the other hand, FSSE of
a PLC-Net gives the spectrum efficiency (SE) of the PLC node
with minimum throughput in the network. In case of maximum
spectrum fairness, FSSE is equal to the SE of the whole
network. For a PLC network, we define its SE to be its average
throughput, and its FSSE to be its minimum throughput.
Next, we show how our optimal SS strategies can achieve
higher overall network throughput (when optimized for maximum throughput), and maintain higher fairness (when optimized for fairness), while meeting per-link minimum bandwidth requirements. We test following scenarios:
Per-link (Local) Minimum Te : In this scenario, each PLink uses a percentage of it’s available bandwidth as it’s
minimum Te . Figures 6(a)-6(c) show how net throughput, JFI
and FSSE of the seven deployments change as Te increases,
when SS is optimized for maximum net throughput. The Xaxis starts from 10%, i.e. when Te is 10% of the available
bandwidth. We can observe net throughput gains of up to
60%, and per-link throughput gains as high as 250% (Fig.
8(a)). However, it comes at the expense of large decrements
in overall fairness. Figures 7(a)-7(c) show results for scenario
when SS is optimized to maintain fairness in the network. In
this case, we observe net throughput gains of up to 14% and
per-link throughput gains as high as 110% (Fig. 8(b)), while
incurring much lower decrease in overall fairness, leading to
30% and 87% better JFI and FSSE values (JFI and FSSE of
some deployments improve up to 1% and 6%, respectively,
for some values of Te ’s)).
Network-wide Minimum Te : In this scenario, a percentage
of maximum number of bits which can be modulated over
any link (i.e. 10 · N = 9170 bits) is used as minimum Te
requirement for each P-Link. Such a scenario can arise when
a PLC network is required to meet bandwidth requirements of
a certain type of application. Figures 9(a)-9(c) show how net
throughput, JFI and FSSE of the seven deployments change
as Te increases, when SS is optimized for maximum net
throughput. We can observe net throughput gains of up to 56%,
and per-link throughput gains as high as 180% (Fig. 11(a)),
which in most cases comes at the expense of large decrement
in fairness performance (except for Deployment#7 (Fig. 9(c)
whose FSSE improves up to 14% for some Te ’s)). Figures
10(a)-10(c) show results for scenario when SS is optimized
to maintain fairness in the network. In this case, we observe
net throughput gains of up to 15% and per-link throughput
gains as high as 100% (Fig. 11(b)), while incurring much
lower decrease in fairness performance, leading to 25% and
60% better JFI and FSSE values (JFI and FSSE of some
deployments improve up to 4% for some values of Te ’s)).

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we make following contributions. First, we
conduct an extensive measurement study of PLCs in a real
enterprise environment using COTS HPAV PLC devices, based
on which we conclude that spectrum sharing (not supported
by existing PLC standards) can significantly benefit enterprise
level PLC mesh networks. Second, we propose, implement
and evaluate a spectrum sharing scheme, and show that finegrained distributed spectrum sharing can significantly boost
the aggregated and per-link throughput performance by up to
60% and 250% respectively, by allowing multiple PLC links
to communicate concurrently, while requiring a few modifications to the existing HPAV devices and protocols. We believe
that combining multi-hop routing with fine grained spectrum
sharing can potentially improve PLC network performance
even further, especially in scenarios where direct PLC links
perform poorly. We will pursue this direction in future.
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